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New Fletchings Aim To Speed

F

ive years into the new millennium archery continues to
evolve along with our world in
general. New innovations in fletch
design include the Quik Spin vane,
Xtreme heat-shrink vanes, two plastic vane/nock combinations, the
Turbo Nock and AcuVane, and the
circular air foil vane called the FOB.
Two manufacturers have also introduced some low profile vanes for 3D
and target while Bohning has produced a short high profile vane for
use with mechanical broadheads.
Self-adhesive cresting wraps are also
becoming popular. I’ll give you some
heads-up information on these, as
well as a review of proper fletching
techniques for the vanes and feathers that have stood the test of time.
Then see Pat Meitin’s review of carbon shafts beginning on page 38.

Don’t overlook newer options in fletching. The Quik Spin vanes from New Archery
Products have a small airfoil attached to the back end of one side. This forces the shaft
to turn faster on its axis and stabilizer quicker. Flex Fletch offers super durability in these
target-length vanes, Bohning has the high profile, quick stabilizing Blazer while Vane
Tech offers a wrinkle free vane. All of them need to be installed at some angle to the
length of the arrow shaft.

NEW PRODUCTS

A great display gets lots of attention focused on your fletching selection. It can also
show your customers what’s popular in fletching today and may encourage them to buy
jigs and fletching supplies so they can do their own arrows.
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The Quik Spin vane by NAP is
offered in a variety of colors and
lengths to suit all of your needs from
target to hunting. The main feature
of the vane is a small airfoil molded
onto the top of the left-rear end of
the vane. This small foil catches
more air in flight and causes
increased arrow spin. The advantage
of this increased on-axis arrow spinning is, of course, quicker stability;
the fletched end will steer the shaft.
It must be installed with some right
angle on the shaft or the foil won’t be
positioned to do its job.
This airfoil does add some extra
weight to the vane. I weighed three
four-inch vanes and found them to
have a total weight of 39 grains
(Standard 4 inch vanes average
about 24 grains.). This is no disadvantage if you keep in mind that
more weight on the nock-end of the
shaft makes it act slightly stiffer so
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By Larry Wise

Process, Or Improve Accuracy

The Extreme vanes are shrink tubes with fletching attached. Your customer can slip
them over the shaft, no jig needed, dip them in hot water, 180 degrees and the job is
done in a few seconds. The wrap on the right is partially installed. All I needed to do was
to lay it on the table, adhesive side up, place the shaft on it and roll.

when you’re tuning you may need a
slightly heavier point weight to
establish the best flight. I must add
here that I tested the smaller 1.8 inch
vanes (3.1 grains each) on my tournament arrows and found them to
have excellent grouping ability with
the same point weight as my other
vanes.
As time moves on and these
vanes get a workout from lots of bow
hunters we’ll get a picture of their
durability. We’ll also learn if the consumer will accept the higher price on
a long-term basis.
Xtreme vanes are made of a

heat-shrink material and can be
attached to the shaft without a
fletching jig. All you need is some hot
water, about 180 degrees (Tap water
typically is 140 or less so you’ll likely

need to heat it in a microwave if
you’re doing this at the store). The
vane tubes come in various diameters to fit different diameter arrow
shafts and are equipped with
Duravanes. You can slip them onto
the nock-end of the shaft, fasten
them in place with the small glue
dots provided, dip the shaft and all
into hot water and the vane tube
shrinks in place. And it doesn’t come
off.
This is a great product for the
do-it-yourself customer who doesn’t
want to buy a jig. It’s also great for
hunting trips in case of that emergency that requires some quick
refletching.
Both Turbo Nock and Inventive
Technology produce a plastic all-inone nock/vane that plugs into the
back of the arrow shaft. Both require
a drop-away arrow rest or a threepoint arrow guide to give clearance
to the hard plastic vanes. These two
products don’t require a fletching jig
either, just take them out of the
package and insert them into the
shaft.

Complete Nock/vane units are now available and insert directly into the end of the
shaft or into an adapter pin. In either case
they eliminate the need to fletch your
arrows and may appeal to your “do-ityourself” customers. Circular airfoils
called FOBs do the same job by fitting
between the nock and shaft.
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The Turbo Nock is all-plastic
with a reduced diameter end that fits
inside the shaft. It weighs in at about
45 grains. The Acu-Vane by Inventive
Technology uses an aluminum insert
that operates like the pin-nocks. It
weighs in at a total of about 60
grains. Be mindful here also that
heavier weight on the back-end of
the shaft will make the shaft act
stiffer and a slightly heavier point
may be necessary for best flight and
groups. Although both consistently
establish good flight you must be
sure to establish adequate fletch
clearance as any contact between
the hard plastic vanes and the bow
or rest would radically upset flight
and accuracy.
The FOB is a circular airfoil created by StarrFlight. It features a hub
that fits between the shaft end and
the nock. Just insert the nock
through the hub and then into the
shaft. The FOB steers the arrow with
the three spokes that connect the
inner hub to the outer airfoil ring.
When the FOB impacts an animal or
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There are a variety of cresting/fletching wraps available from manufacturers like Easy
Eye Archery Products. Bright colored cresting appeals to many 3D and target archers
and self adhesive wraps make it easy. The wraps also adhere extremely well to fletching
and may solve those no-stick issues you may have with some shafts.

target, it pops out of the shaft allowing for better penetration.
The FOB weighed in at 28 grains
so it’s not much different than three
standard vanes. It, also, must be
used with a drop-away type arrow
rest to give clearance to the outer airThere are a dozen
or more manufacturers of vanes.
They come in all
sizes from 1.5 inches up to 5 inches.
You have many cut
styles and colors to
choose from so you
can give your customer the look he
wants. Installed at
an angle they will
stabilize the arrow
quickly and have
superior durability.
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foil ring.
Stealth Fletch by Sims Vibration
Lab is made with their Navcom II
material to lessen the noise made by
flying arrows. If you’ve ever shot
inside a closed, long hallway you’d
know just how much noise they
make; you can hear standard 2 inch
vanes all the way to a 60-meter target. The new material is quieter to
reduce the chances that the deer will
hear your arrow coming. They weigh
in at 15 grains each for a total of 45
grains which is heavier than average.
Arizona Archery Enterprises and
Duravane have new low profile
vanes while Bohning has a new highprofile Blazer vane. The low profile
vanes, AAE Speed Flyte vanes come
in three sizes (Mini, 2.3 inch and 2.8
inch) for target archery and are
designed to minimize long-range
velocity decay while still providing
stability.
The Duravane 3-D vane comes
in two sizes, 1.8 inch and 2.3 inch,
and are .375 and .425 inch high,
respectively. Again the lower profile
is designed to maintain velocity
down range. They come in the same
great colors as regular Duravanes
and need no preparation.
The high profile Blazer stands
9/16 inch above the shaft. The 2
inch-long version (there’s also a mini
version) that I installed with a helical
clamp worked well for quickly stabilizing hunting arrows equipped with
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mechanical closed-blade broadheads. Their light weight, 5.8 grains
each, is a speed advantage over the
longer vanes. If you plan to use
exposed-blade broadheads then
you’ll need longer vanes, as the
Blazer isn’t designed to do that job.
Arrow shaft fletching wraps are
becoming very popular. Quick Crest,
Bohning, Arrow Cresting and GloWraps are the big names in this area
and offer colorful crested wraps or
plain colors. The self-adhesive wraps
come mounted on special non-stick
paper for easy removal. I laid them
on a smooth countertop with the
adhesive surface facing up, laid the
shaft on the edge of the wrap,
pressed down and rolled the wrap
onto the shaft. The result was a
smooth, clean-looking finish that
adheres to both shaft and fletching.
Besides being very attractive, the
wraps are also very durable. My good
friends, Les and Gail Wynn of RightOn-Target Family Archery, North
Carolina, feel that the extra time you
need to put them on customers’
arrows is more than offset by the
extra value they add to the arrow.
They are finding that their customers like the distinctive look they
can get with the wraps.

Feathers are available in
lengths up to 5inches and in
two cut styles: parabolic or
shield. They come cut to
shape and the base is
shaped to glue to the arrow
shaft. You can also pick your
plain colors or get the
barred look. Installed with
the proper angle, feathers
are known for their ability
to stabilize the arrow quickly and to give on contact
with your rest or a twig.

STANDARD FLETCHING
Only a few companies prepare
feathers for the archery market. The
best known is Trueflight of
Wisconsin which provides feathers
in at least ten sizes cut parabolic or
shield style. These primary turkey
wing feathers are dyed in many solid
colors or in the more natural barred
look and have a uniformly trimmed
base so all stand at right-angles to
the arrow shaft. Consistency from
feather to feather is essential for
arrow grouping and Trueflight
proudly provides that.
Vanes, of course, are man made
and produced by many manufacturers. Some of the better-known
names are Bohning, Duravane, FlexFletch, Kurly Vanes, Sims Limb Saver,
Easton Diamond, Bidelta, Super
Flonite, Quick Spin, Spin Wing,
Speed Flyte and Plastifletch by AAE,
Maxim by Blackhawk and VaneTech
V-Max. These vanes are made from a
Circle 167 on Response Card
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variety of plastic, rubber and vinyl
derivatives. I’ve tested many of these
and find them to be durable and
accurate; that’s why they’ve been on
the market so long. Some require
cleaning before installation, some
don’t but all of them should be
attached at some angle to the length
of the shaft and not parallel to it.
And, of course, all should be
installed perpendicular to the circumference of the shaft.
Fletching should
be installed with an
angle to the length
of the shaft. This
puts one side of the
fletching facing the
direction of flight
and creates the air
resistance needed
to stabilize the
arrow. Better yet is
the vane or feather
installed with a
helical curve as
shown that wraps
the fletching several degrees around
the shaft.
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SHAFT WRAPS
Several companies are now supplying cresting wraps. Besides giving
arrows a distinctive look they provide
good adhesion for the fletching. Easy
Eye Archery Products, Quick Crest,
Bohning, Arrow Cresting and GloWraps are some of the names to look
for in this specialty department.

SHAFT TYPES
Aluminum and carbon are still
the story in 2005. The real news is how
the carbon arrows are being constructed using wrapping and weaving
processes to build strength while
keeping the shaft lightweight. Carbon
shafts have taken over the market and
many new manufacturers are bringing their shafts to market with a wide
variety of straightness grades, wall
thickness, uniformity and durability.
Easton is the king of the aluminum but the carbon world is well
populated with names like Carbon
Impact, Carbon Tech, Gold Tip,
Beman, Easton, Cartel, Black Hawk,
Carbon Express, Arrow Dynamics,
PSE Carbon Force, and CAE Phantom
shafts. The Easton carbon-aluminum
shaft (carbon exterior, aluminum
interior) is the dual-material shaft
used for long-distance tournaments.
These are all great shafts but each
type of material requires specific
preparation steps before you build
them into arrows.

ment is Bohning’s Fletch Tite. Other
glues like it include Saunder’s
ArrowMate and Flex Bond by Flex
Fletch. These glues use the chemical
MEK or methyl ethyl ketone, which
works well on most shaft surfaces but,
I think, best on aluminum.
Carbon arrow shafts pose a little
challenge when it comes to adhesives.
When good preparation techniques
are used the glues I’ve mentioned will
work well but cyanoacrylate-type
(Super Glue) will provide the most
durable bond with carbon shafts. AAE
Fastset Gel and Speedset, Surefoot,
Beyond Bond, Maxi-Cure, Goat Tuff,
and Bohning Gel are some of the
cyanoacrylate glues available.
Be aware that cyanoacrylate has
some features that you must learn to
deal with to get the best results. When
too much glue is applied the excess
protrudes out from under the vane
base to form runs and globs. That
places great importance on the applicator tube you select. I prefer to use a
bottle having a long needle-tube to
apply the glue to the fletching. I can
apply a very thin line of glue down the
center of the vane base and avoid
using too much.

FLETCH
PREPARATION

Feathers are easy to prepare. Take
them out of the bag, put them into the
clamp, apply glue and attach to the
shaft. The natural feather base supplied by the turkey adheres well to
most surfaces and the feather suppliGLUE TYPES
The old stand-by in the glue depart- ers do a great job of cleaning and
shaping the base to provide a uniform attachment surface. If you
don’t touch the base it’ll
stay clean and have better adherence to the
shaft surface.
When you’re fletching your own shafts or
some for a customer, be
sure to apply left wing
feathers with a left angle
or a left helical clamp.
This keeps the stiffer
side (one side stands up
Learning to use your choice of glue is important. I found
when pushed with your
that a long needle nosed applicator bottle made an important difference in getting the right amount of glue on the finger while the other
lays down) of the feather
fletching.
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facing into the wind. If the softer side
faces forward into the wind it will lay
down yielding less stabilizing effect.
Right wing feathers should be
installed with a little angle to the right
or with a right helical clamp to get the
stiffer side facing into the wind.
The MEK type glue works well
with feathers on aluminum. I use the
cyanoacrylate quick-set glue for
feathers on the carbon shafts.

VANE PREPARATION
Some manufacturing processes
leave a residue on vane surfaces that
must be cleaned off to allow good
adhesion. Place the vane in a glue
clamp, clean it with a clean paper
towel or clean cotton cloth dipped it
either acetone or pure denatured
alcohol (not rubbing alcohol which
may have an skin-softening oil
added.) Allow them to air dry. Alcohol
should cut through most manufacturing residue but with some vanes I’ve
had to resort to the stronger acetone
cleaner. Be careful not to use too
much acetone or to keep the vane in
acetone for any length of time to prevent decomposition; a quick wipe will
do. Avoid touching the vane base to
prevent contamination with body oil.
Many vanes, like Bohning’s, and
Duravanes from Norway Industries,
come ready to install and are a dealer’s time-saver when hunting season
approaches. These vanes are clean
when packaged and need no cleaning
before you apply glue – just don’t
touch the vane base. The package
label should explain if the vane is
ready to use or needs cleaning. If the
label doesn’t clearly state so, then
clean them.

If the vane does not come prepared for
the fletching process then be sure to wipe
it clean with denatured alcohol or acetone.
Use a clean cloth or paper towel.

SHAFT PREPARATION
I recommend cleaning aluminum
shafts with a household cleaner like
Ajax and a scrubbing sponge of some
sort. After scrubbing, rinse with water
and allow them to air dry. Several
fletching manufacturers produce a
cleaner made specifically for arrow
shafts. If you choose to use one of
them then be sure to read the instructions. At any rate use some kind of
cleanser, as alcohol and acetone may
not be strong enough to clean any
manufacturing residue from aluminum shafts.
Some carbon shafts require a little more work if they have a high-gloss
surface as well as some residue from
manufacturing. My solution for the
coated shafts is to lightly sand the
fletch area of the shafts with very fine
sandpaper first, then wipe with alcohol, Bohning Surface Prep or acetone
and allow to air dry. This process gives
the shaft a roughed surface to which
the glue will adhere.

Pushing the feather on one side will cause it to fold over. Push it on the opposite side
and it will resist and stand up. Face the stiffer side toward the target and into the wind
to stabilize the arrow.
Circle 32 on Response Card
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Many of the wrapped carbon
shafts have a semi-rough surface
resulting from the natural curing
process of the carbon and resin. It’s
my experience that glues will stick
well to this kind of surface without
cleaning. But I still wipe them with
acetone anyway. To be on the safe side
read the recommendations of the
manufacturer in regards to compatible glues. If you’re not sure about
what to do, sand lightly to ensure
good adhesion, wipe with acetone
and use quick setting cyanoacrylate
glue.

FLETCHING JIG SETUP
The long-time standard for jigs is
the Bitzenberger. This is a fully
adjustable jig that allows for any
fletch angle - right, left, right helical or
left helical. The end knob also adjusts
for three or four fletches. If you’re into
preparing tournament arrows and
like to use the same jig setting for each
and every one then this one’s for you.
If you like gluing all three fletches
at the same time then try a jig like the
Arizona Archery Enterprise’s EZ
fletch. It handles three vanes simultaneously with great accuracy. AAE also
has a new single fletch jig for those
who like to micro adjust the fletch
angle.
To set up your jig do a practice
run with a nocked shaft. Place the
shaft in the jig and set the clamp on
the jig to check its alignment with the
shaft. Adjust the angle of the clamp so
that the fletch contacts the shaft for
the entire length of the fletching.
Remember to set the clamp and
fletch at an angle to the shaft so one
side of the vane or feather faces into
the wind to rotate and stabilize the
arrow. The angled straight clamp
works well for arrows to be shot
through the guiding type rests like the
Whisker Biscuit. For other rests a helical clamp will wrap the fletching
around the shaft and will present
more fletch surface area into the wind
for quicker shaft stabilization. I use
left helical to install both my short
1.75” tournament vanes and 4” hunting vanes to get long distance stabilization and great groups.
Next, repeat the process with a
vane in the clamp. Adjust left-helical

The fletching jig you use must be set up to
place the vane or feather at right angles to
the arrow shaft circumference and at an
angle to the length of the shaft. Check the
alignment before you use any glue then
glue one fletching for a test case.

clamps so that the vane or feather
runs from right to left going down the
shaft and so that the fletch base is
contacting the shaft along the vane’s
entire length. Right-helical clamps
should run from left to right down the
shaft while straight clamps should be
adjusted so that the fletch has a slight
offset angle, right or left, as it runs
down the shaft. Some fletch angle on
the shaft is necessary so the fletch
does its job of creating air resistance
which results in arrow stabilization.
Small diameter shafts don’t allow
much fletch angle. The larger aluminum shafts allow much more angle
but don’t go overboard because the
fletching still has to pass cleanly
through the arrow rest. Too much
angle may prevent good fletch clearance unless your customer is using a
drop-away rest.

FLETCHING INSTALLATION
Your jig is now ready for use.
Place the fletch in the clamp and slide
it so the end toward the nock is positioned at the desired clamp indicator

It makes no difference which helical
curve you use. Both right helical and left
helical clamps will get the fletching angled
so the arrow shaft rotates on its axis in
flight.
Circle 11 on Response Card
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mark. This should place the fletch ½
to one inch from the nock. Be sure to
set each fletch to the same indicator
mark for all of the arrows you intend
to fletch.
Place a bead of glue along the
entire length of the clamped fletch. If
you’re using a quick-set glue use as little as possible as it will spread when
the fletch is pressed onto the shaft.
Excess quick-set glue doesn’t harden
since pressure is what makes it cure.
Allow the arrow to set for one to two
hours so excess glue can dry then
wipe with acetone to clean away any
residue.
Now place the clamp onto the jig
and gently slide it down so the fletch
base makes contact with the shaft.
Look closely at the entire length of the
fletch base to be certain that it’s making good contact. If you’re having
trouble getting proper contact you
may have to start over and readjust

Place the vane or feather in your glue
clamp and adjust its position to the same
reference mark on the clamp. You’ll get a
better-looking arrow and the customer
will be happier.
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Place a thin bead of glue along the entire
length of the vane or feather. The glue will
spread out under the fletching. Too much
glue will cause the excess to be squeezed
out and form globs along the fletching.

the jig. Newcomers to fletching may
have to do this several times until
proper contact is established.
Once proper contact is made
between the fletch base and the shaft
allow it to stand for fifteen to twenty
minutes for MEK type glues. I allow
the cyanoacrylate glue to stand for 35 seconds before moving to the next
fletches. One reason the Super Glues
are gaining popularity with dealers is
far less jigs are required.
If you are using a different colored
cock fletch on arrows with glued
nocks then be sure to place it in the
correct position. If the nocks aren’t
glued then it doesn’t matter where the
cock fletch is since you can always
rotate your nock after the arrow is
fletched.
Clamp removal must be done
carefully. If you pull before you
squeeze open the clamp you might

pull off the fletch. So squeeze first,
then pull the clamp away from the
shaft.
Rotate the knob on the jig 120
degrees (or 90 degrees for four fletch)
and install the next fletch. Repeat this
process until all three or four fletches
have been installed on the arrow.
Then place a drop of glue (something
like Fletch Tite for aluminum or Bond
Tite for carbon) on the ends of all
fletches to prevent the ends from lifting when the arrow passes completely through a target.
If you choose to use a three-fletch
jig then you’ll be gluing all three
fletches on to the shaft at once. This
speeds the process but places an
emphasis on getting the glue onto all
three fletches in a timely manner. Be
sure to prepare all three properly in
the jig and be ready to place the glue
on all three, one after the other. Again,
a little practice with this jig and you’ll
get good results.
Next, rotate all three fletch housings to the closed positions simultaneously and secure them with a
round collar. The collar locks the
fletch clamps in place while the glue
cures. Allow fifteen to twenty minutes
for glues like Fletch Tite and one
minute for the instant glues.
Remove the collar and slowly
rotate each fletch clamp down and
away from the fletching. Remove the
arrow and place a drop of the appropriate glue on the end of each fletch.

The fletching should make contact with
the arrow shaft along its entire length. Air
pockets under the fletching will eventually
pull away and your fletching will come off.
Take the extra seconds to do it right so you
don’t have to do it over.
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REFLETCHING
When you’re refletching you’ll
need to remove the old fletching. For
aluminum arrows I use a sharp knife
blade to cut off the old vanes or feathers. Easy Eye Archery Products sells
curved blades for standard utility
knives. Saunders and Norway
Industries (maker of Duravanes) both
offer fletch removal tools. Using one
of these products you should be able
to remove all of the old glue and fletch
parts and then scrub with cleanser
like you do for new shafts.
Cutting vanes and feathers off of
carbon is a little risky as your knife
blade may dig into and cut the carbon
fibers. I use a razor knife to cut away
old fletching and clean the shaft being
careful to not cut into the shaft fibers.
Then I clean with an acetone wipe.
If you don’t want to risk cutting
into the shaft then do the follow procedure. Cut the fletch down to the
base, carefully trimming away as
much of it as possible without cutting
into the carbon, then use acetone or

lacquer thinner to wipe away the
remaining residue. Be careful how
long the carbon is in contact with acetone as it can cause deterioration of
the shaft after long periods of contact.
Once the shaft is clean, prepare as you
would a new shaft.
Ballistic Archery, maker of the
Beyond Bond instant fletching adhesive, has introduced Beyond Bond
Debonder. Reformulated into a gel
this year, it’s used in place of acetone
or lacquer thinner to soften adhesive
residue so it can be wiped away.

CONCLUSION
It will take you awhile to become
consistent at fletching arrows. After a
few dozen you’ll get better at it and
your arrows will be good enough to
sell. After these arrows have been shot
awhile you’ll also know if your procedures are durable. If fletching starts
coming off shafts then you’ll know to
change how you clean shafts and
vanes. Eventually you’ll get to be an
expert.
Keep well/shoot straight. LW

Editor's Note: Larry Wise's latest
book, "Core Archery" details correct
form in a step-by-step format, defines
back tension and how to execute it,
and presents a plan for the high performance mental game. It is available
from Larry for $11.95 + $2 postage
though
his
web
site
www.larrywise.com, or by phone at 1877-Go4-XXXs. It is also available
from
the
publisher,
Target
Communications, 7626 W. Donges
Bay Road, Mequon, WI 53079.
Larry Wise Archery is also the distributor for Phantom Arrow Shafts.
More information on these USA
made carbon shafts appears in the
carbon shaft section of this cover
story, or you can contact Wise to
receive a brochure with all the
details.

ArrowTrade’s Cover Story “All
About Arrows” continues on
pages 38-55, with Pat Meitin’s
coverage of the Carbon Arrow
market.

CamWoolflage®Hunt Coat.
Pattern also available in chamois
and fleece styles this fall.

Since 1830, Woolrich has
been part of the fabric of
the great outdoors. We proudly
celebrate our 175th anniversary in 2005 and take
comfort in knowing that Woolrich feels just as
right today as it did back then. Enjoy the natural,
authentic tradition of a true American legend.

NATURAL. AUTHENTIC. WOOLRICH.

Visit us online at www.woolrich.com. Or call 1-800-995-1299,
ext. 660 for a dealer representative in your area.
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